
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

This package contains the complete set of tables of feasible combinations of

type A and B for up to five values from the E6 series, as described in the

common read-me file. Moreover, for three values, combinations of type C and D

are also included.

These tables, together with some accompanying files, are all contained in the

folder 'E6_Combinations'. In particular, this folder should contain the fol-

lowing fourteen files:

- E6_Read_Me.pdf

- E6_Read_Me.txt

- E6_Combinations_2_A.txt

- E6_Combinations_2_B.txt

- E6_Combinations_3_A.txt

- E6_Combinations_3_B.txt

- E6_Combinations_3_C.txt

- E6_Combinations_3_D.txt

- E6_Combinations_4_A.txt

- E6_Combinations_4_B.txt

- E6_Combinations_5_A.txt

- E6_Combinations_5_B.txt

- GNU_GPL_V3.txt

- GNU_LGPL_V3.txt

The read-me file is included in PDF and in text form, for convenience. The

individual tables are stored in text files that have systematically coded file

names of the form:

- E6_Combinations_<n>_<type>.txt

<n> specifies the (maximum) number of values used in a combination and <type>

the type of combinations (see the common read-me file).

Each of these files also contains information about its original size in bytes,

and it is recommended to cross-check this if a problem with one of the files is

encountered, before contacting the author.

The last two files are the GNU General Public License (GPL) and the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL). These files contain the detailed license agree-

ments under which the accompanying tables are being released.

All text files included in this package are Unix plain text files which use

single line-feed (LF) characters as line terminators; the various tables also

assume a fixed tab spacing of eight characters. Thus, a monospaced font and

proper tab settings are recommended for best readability. On Windows, it may be

necessary, too, to replace LF with CR LF (which will increase the file sizes),

or to use a compatible text viewer or editor.

LICENSE

Copyright (C) 2017 Gert Willmann

All files included in this package are free software; they can be redistributed

and/or modified under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL)

as published by the Free Software Foundation, either Version 3 of the License

or (at your option) any later version.

These files are distributed in the hope that they will be useful, but without



any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness

for a particular purpose. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more

details.

A copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License should have been included in

this package. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.


